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WEAK-POLYNOMIAL CONVERGENCE ON A BANACH SPACE

J. A. JARAMILLO AND A. PRIETO

(Communicated by Theodore W. Gamelin)

Abstract. We show that any super-reflexive Banach space is a A-space (i.e.,

the weak-polynomial convergence for sequences implies the norm convergence).

We introduce the notion of /c-space (i.e., a Banach space where the weak-

polynomial convergence for sequences is different from the weak convergence)

and we prove that if a dual Banach space Z is a k-space with the approxima-

tion property, then the uniform algebra A(B) on the unit ball of Z generated

by the weak-star continuous polynomials is not tight.

We shall be concerned in this note with some questions, posed by Carne,

Cole, and Gamelin in [3], involving the weak-polynomial convergence and its

relation to the tightness of certain algebras of analytic functions on a Banach

space.
Let A' be a (real or complex) Banach space. For m = 1,2, ... let 3°(mX)

denote the Banach space of all continuous m-homogeneous polynomials on X,

endowed with its usual norm; that is, each P e 3B(mX) is a map of the form

P(x) = A(x, ... ,m) x), where A is a continuous, m-linear (scalar-valued) form

on Xx---m]xX.

Also, let S6(X) denote the space of all continuous polynomials on X; that

is, each P e 3°(X) is a finite sum P - Pq + Px-\-\-Pn , where P0 is constant

and each Pm e 3B(mX) for m= 1,2, ... , n.

In [3] a sequence (Xj) c X is said to be weak-polynomial convergent to

x e X if P(xj) -> P(x) for all P e 36(X); and the space X is defined to
be a A-space, if whenever (xj) is a sequence in X that is weak-polynomial

convergent to 0, then ||jc,- || —»■ 0.

It is shown in [3] that lp is a A-space for 1 < p < co ; it is also shown that

Lp(p) is a A-space for 2 < p < oo and Lx[0, 1] is not a A-space, and the

question is posed as to whether Lp(p) is a A-space for 1 < p < 2. Our next

result will provide an affirmative answer to this question.

First we recall that super-reflexive Banach spaces can be defined as those

spaces that admit an equivalent uniformly convex norm. In particular, spaces

Lp(p) are super-reflexive for 1 < p < oo and any measure p (see, e.g., [8,

Chapter 3]).
We shall use the following fact:  If X is super-reflexive, then there exists
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some p (1 < p < oo) such that each bounded sequence (xj) in X has a

weakly p-convergent subsequence (xjk); that is, there exists x e X so that

Ylh=i \x*(xJk ~ X)\P < +00 f°r a^ x* e X*. This is proved in [5, Proposition
3.1] using a suitable characterization of super-reflexivity given by James [12].

Theorem 1. Every super-reflexive Banach space is a A-space.

Proof. Let (Xj) be a sequence in a super-reflexive space X such that P(Xj) —►

P(0) for all P e 3°(X), but ||x7|| -* 0. There exist some e > 0 and a

subsequence, which we still denote (xj) such that \\xj\\ > e; by the Bessaga-

Pelczynski selection principle, (Xj) can be considered a basic sequence in X

(see, e.g., [8]). Let Y denote the closed subspace of X spanned by (xj), and

let (x*) he the corresponding sequence of functional coefficients associated to

(xj) . Then (x^) is a bounded sequence in Y*. Each x* can be extended to a

functional x* e X* with the same norm; therefore, (Jc*) is a bounded sequence

in X*. X*, however, is super-reflexive since X is (see, e.g., [16]) and then, as

we remarked before, it follows from [5] that there exist some p (1 < p < oo),

some x* e X*, and a subsequence (Jc*) such that
v    Jk'

OO

E \(x*k - x*)(x)\p < +oo    for all x e X.
k=\

Let N e N with N > p . Then ££°=1 |(jc? -x*)(x)\N < +oo for all x e X and

hence, by the Banach-Steinhaus type theorem for homogeneous polynomials

(see, e.g., [6, 4.17]) the expression

oo

k=\

defines a continuous iV-homogeneous polynomial on X. Now for each yeY

we have y = Yl%\ x*(y)xj and, therefore, x*(y) —► 0. Since (Jcj -x*)(x) —> 0

for each x e X, it follows that x*(y) = 0 for all y e Y. In particular, we

obtain that P(xjk) = 1 for all k, and this contradicts the hypothesis on the
polynomial convergence of (xj) .   □

Remark. In [5] a Banach space X is defined to be in the class Wp (1 < p < oo)

when each bounded sequence in X admits a weakly p-convergent subsequence.

The proof of Theorem 1 shows that if X* is in the class Wp for some p

(1 < p < oo) then X is a A-space. In particular, it follows from [5] that the

dual Tsirelson space T and the space (0/£,)/,, (1 < p < oo) are A-spaces,

since the original Tsirelson space T* is in Wp for all p   (1 < p < oo) and

((©&)/,)* = (0/f)/,.  ^ ^ Wp.
The authors thank Jesus F. Castillo for providing this remark (and other

useful comments).
The notion of A-space was introduced in [3] in relation to the tightness of

certain algebras of analytic functions on a (complex) Banach space. We recall
that a uniform algebra ^ ona compact space K is said to be tight on K

if, for all g e C(K), the Hankel-type operator Sg: A -> C(K)/A defined by

Sg(f) — fig + A is weakly compact.
Now let Z be a complex dual Banach space with open unit ball B , and let

A(B) he the algebra generated by the weak*-continuous linear functionals on
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the closed unit ball B (regarded as functions on the weak'-compact set B).

It is proved in [3] that if A(B) is tight on B then Z is reflexive. Therefore,

we shall be mainly concerned with reflexive Banach spaces. It is also proved

that if Z is an infinite-dimensional A-space with the metric approximation

property, then A(B) is not tight. We will obtain an extension of this last result
for reflexive Z.

First we define a Banach space X to be a K-space if there exists a weakly null

sequence in X that is not weak-polynomial convergent to 0. In other words,

X is a K-space if and only if there exists a continuous polynomial P on X

that is not weakly sequentially continuous; it is clear that P can be chosen to

be m-homogeneous for some m .

The following results show that many classes of reflexive Banach spaces are

k -spaces.

Proposition 1. Let X be a reflexive, infinite-dimensional A-space. Then X is

a K-space.

Proof. Since X is an infinite-dimensional reflexive space, by the Josefson-

Nissenzweig theorem (see, e.g., [9, Chapter 12]) there exists a weakly null se-

quence (Xj) in X that is not norm-convergent. Since X is A-space, (xj) is

not weak-polynomial convergent and, therefore, X is a /c-space.   D

Proposition 2. If X is a reflexive Banach space and a quotient Y of X is a
K-space, then X is a K-space.

Proof. Let T: X —► Y he continuous, linear onto Y. Choose a sequence

(yj) in 7 with yj -» 0 weakly and P e 3d(mY) with \P(yj)\ > e for some
e > 0. We can apply the open mapping theorem to find a bounded sequence

(Xj) in X with (Txj) = (yj). Since X is reflexive, there exist x e X and a

subsequence (Xjk) such that Xjk -> x weakly. Then yjk = Txjk -* Tx weakly
and, therefore, Tx = 0. This shows that the polynomial P o T e 3a(mX) is

not weakly sequentially continuous.   □

Proposition3. Suppose that the Banach space X has a weakly null sequence (a„)
verifying that there exists a continuous linear operator T: X —► lp (1 < p < oo)

such that (Ta„) is the canonical basis of lp . Then X is a K-space.

Proof. Choose meN with m > p. The series Y^Li Vn ~ p(y), with y =
(yn) e lp , defines a continuous m-homogeneous polynomial on lp . Then Q =

PoT e3B(mX) satisfies that Q(a„) = 1 and therefore is not weakly sequentially

continuous.   □

Remark. Arguments of this kind have been used in [2, 1 ] to find a continuous

polynomial of degree 2 that is not weakly sequentially continuous on the quasi-

reflexive James space J and the dual Tsirelson space T, respectively. That is,

J and T are k-spaces. As remarked before, T is, in fact, a A-space.

We note that Proposition 3 applies whenever X is a Banach space of finite

cotype with a weakly null, unconditional basis (see [14, 13]).

Proposition 4. If a complemented subspace of a Banach space X is a K-space,

then X is a K-space.

Proof. Consider a continuous projection IT. from X onto Y, where the sub-

space Y is a K-space.  We can choose a polynomial P e 3°(Y) that is not
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weakly sequentially continuous. Then the polynomial Q = f>ofl€ 3d (X) is

not weakly sequentially continuous.   □

This case covers a wide class of operator spaces defined on a K-space. For

example, the spaces L(X) and K(X), of bounded linear and compact linear

operators on X, contain a complemented copy of X and, therefore, L(X) and

K(X) are K-spaces if X is.

An important class of nonreflexive Banach spaces are not K-spaces. Recall

that the Banach space X has the Dunford-Pettis property if whenever (xj) c X

and (cpj) c X* are weakly null sequences then cpj(Xj) -* 0. Spaces that enjoy

the Dunford-Pettis property are C(K) and Lx(p). Since the restriction of
any polynomial on a Dunford-Pettis space to a weakly compact set is weakly

continuous (see [15] or [3, 7.1]) it is clear that a space satisfying the Dunford-

Pettis property is not a K-space.
The proof of our next result follows the ideas appearing in [3, 9.4].

Theorem 2. Let Z be a complex dual Banach space. Suppose that_ Z is a

K-space with the approximation property. Then A(B) is not tight on B.

Proof. In view of [3, 9.1] we can assume that Z is reflexive. Since Z is a

K-space, for some m there exist a polynomial P e 3°(mZ) and a weakly null

sequence (zj) c B such that P(zj) -» P(0) = 0. Suppose that A(B) is tight.

Then by [3, 9.1] the A(B)**-topology on ^B (considered as a subset of A(B)*)

coincides with the weak topology (as a subset of Z ). Then F(jZj) —> F(0) for

all F e A(B)**. Now since Z is a dual space with the metric approximation

property (see [7, p. 94]), we can apply [3, 3.1 and Theorem 4.4] to obtain that

A(B)**\B = ^°°(B); that is, each bounded holomorphic function on B is the

restriction of some element of A(B)**. Therefore fi(jZj) -> f(0) for each / e

^ca(B); in particular, 2~mP(Zj) = P(jZj) -» 0, which is a contradiction.   □

Remark. Consider T*, the original Tsirelson space; T* is a reflexive space

with an unconditional basis, which does not have any quotient isomorphic to lp

(1 < p < oo) and which is not a K-space (since every continuous polynomial

on T* is weakly sequentially continuous; see [1]). Therefore T* is a Banach

space for which [3, 9.3 and 9.4] and our Theorem 2 cannot be applied. The

tightness of A(B), for T* , will be studied below.
Now consider the space E — T* x Z , where Z is a reflexive K-space with

the approximation property. Since T* is a closed subspace of E and T* is

not a A-space, neither is E. Nevertheless, E is a reflexive space with the

approximation property and E is a K-space (because of the same property of

Z ). So E provides an example of a Banach space satisfying our Theorem 2,

which is not a A-space.

Proposition 5. Let Z be the dual space of a complete separable Banach space.

Suppose that there exists a point in the unit sphere B\B of Z , which is not a

complex extreme point. Then A(B) is not tight on B.

Proof. Since B is weak-star metrizable, each point in B is a GVset. In view

of [10, H.12.1] a point in B\B is a generalized peak point for A(B) if and only

if it is a peak point for A(B). Now choose z in B\B that is not a complex

extreme point. Therefore, [11, Theorem 4] proves that z is not a peak point

for A(B) and, by [3, 9.5], A(B) is not tight on fi .   □
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Proposition 5 provides the arguments showing that A(B) is not tight for the

unit ball B of the Tsirelson space T*. In fact, it is enough to find z in B\B

such that z is not a complex extreme point:

Let (ej) be the canonical unit basis of the dual Tsirelson space T and (tr*)

the associated coefficient functionals of the original Tsirelson space T*. By

using the analytic description of the norm in T (see [4,1.1]), it is easy to check

that \\ej + ek\\ = 1 if j # k. Set z = ^(e; + £?*) and y = ±(e7* + el). For
each complex number X with \X\ < 1, consider the vector z + ky . Note that

the natural projection of z + Xy onto the first four coordinates is null, thus

||2(z + A}>)|| = \\e*5+el + X(e* + e£)\\ < 2 (see [1, Proposition 5; 4, p. 17]). Since
(z + Xy)(es + e^) = 1, it is proved that \\z +Xy\\ = 1 for each X in the complex

unit disc. It follows that z is not an extreme point and A(B) is not tight.
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Note added in proof

Using Proposition 2.2 in [R. Aron, C. Herves, M. Valdivia, Weakly contin-

uous mappings on Banach spaces, J. Funct. Anal. 52 (1983), 189-204], we

can equivalently define the notion of K-space as follows: A Banach space X

is a K-space if there exists a weakly Cauchy sequence in X that is not weak-

polynomial convergent. Now, applying the Rosenthal-Dor /) theorem [9], we

obtain the following sharper version of Proposition 2:

A Banach space not containing lx , with a quotient being a K-space, is a k-
space too.

The referee has kindly suggested this point of view.
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